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Mythology of Ursa Minor 

Artemis, the moon goddess, was followed by a band of beautiful nymphs, all 
sworn to a vow of chastity. One of the most lovely of these was Callisto. She 
was espied by Zeus, a god with a particular fondness for mortal women, on 
one of his many visits to earth. Disguising himself as Apollo, brother of 
Artemis, he overcame any scruples Callisto may have had and they became 
lovers. Eventually, Callisto was delivered of a son, and he was named Arcas 
(from the Greek arktos or "bear"). Knowing that Artemis would be furious 
with Callisto for breaking her vow, and more especially to shield her from the 
wrath of his wife, Zeus changed his unfortunate lover into a bear. She was 
forced into a lonely exile, roaming the forests and hiding from human 
hunters. At the same time, she was unable to form any close friendships with 
the animals because she still possessed human feelings. Many years later, her 
now fully-grown son Arcas was hunting in the woods when he saw a great 
bear which was, in fact, his own mother. As he lifted his bow and arrow to 
shoot her, Zeus quickly intervened, and changed Arcas into a little bear so 
that he immediately recognised his mother. The story has a happy ending as, 
lonely no more, Callisto and her son were transported to the heavens, 
thereafter to be known as the Ursa Major and Ursa Minor.  







Gauging Celestial Quality with UMi 

• 2 stars (Polaris, Kochab) = 40 stars in sky 

• 3 stars (+ Pherkad) = 120 stars in sky 

• 6 stars (to 4th Mag) = 450 stars in sky 

• 5th Mag Eta UMi = @1400 stars visible 

• If you can see M13 or many faint stars around 
Orion’s Belt,  you have reached 6th Mag 

 (you’re probably not in Florida) 



NGC 3172 (Polarissima) 

The closest NGC object to the North Celestial Pole, this galaxy presents as 
an extremely faint haze less than 1’ across with a slightly brighter core in 
an 8” scope at a dark sky site. Happy hunting! 



NGC 6217 

Make a triangle with Zeta UMi and Eta UMi to find this nearly face-on ringed 
spiral galaxy 80 million LY away. Its faint oval form looks 2’ long and contains a 
small, intense core inside a bright central region. 



UGC 9749      Ursa Minor Dwarf Galaxy 

This extremely faint member of the Local Group is only 220,000 LY away. It only 
becomes recognizable as a brightness change across the field when the 
telescope is moved slightly. 







Mythology of Boötes 

BOOTES, The Hunter has since early times been associated with 
country pursuits - as hunter, ploughman or herdsman. In Homer's 
Odyssey he is referred to as Wagoner or Driver of the Wain. However, 
since the seventeenth century the figure has been associated with the 
hunting dogs (Canes Venatici) charted by Helvelius.  
In Greek legend, Bootes is seen as representing Icarius, an Athenian 
who was taught the secret of winemaking by the god Dionysius. Icarius 
then allowed some peasants to sample his produce, but his kindness 
back-fired. The men became extremely drunk and were convinced that 
they had been poisoned, so they killed Icarius and buried him. His 
daughter Erigone and was so overcome with grief when she found his 
body that she hanged herself. Zeus transferred her to the heavens as 
Virgo, Icarius became Bootes, and Maera, the dog who had led Erigone 
to her father's grave, became one of the dogs of Canes Venatici.  
 





NGC 5466 

An interesting low-density globular cluster, it may appear as a cometary 
haze in small scopes. There is very little concentration toward the center 
making for the appearance of  a round open cluster . 



NGC 5248 

The brightest galaxy in Bootes, this spiral has a bright core and 
surrounding haze faintly visible in a 7X50 finder scope. A 10” scope and 
some patience reveal portions of the spiral structure. 



NGC 5523 

This barred spiral is inclined from edge-on by 17* and appears to have a 
slight brightening at  the core. A 12th magnitude star shines 2’ northwest 
of the galaxy's edge. 



NGC 5529 

Nearly edge-on, this galaxy will challenge small scopes . It presents  as a spindle-like      
3’ by 1’ with a bright center in a 6” scope, extending its length to 5’ in a 20” scope.  

Look 4* west-southwest of Gamma Boo to find its thin streak. 



NGC 5676 

Easily found in a 6” scope, this galaxy presents as an oval glow  elongated 
3’ by 1.5’. Around the bright stellar core is a round halo with “wings” that 
appear to extend the length of the galaxy. 



Epsilon Bootes (Izar) 

Bootes is known for its assortment of double stars including this gem.  Part 
of the constellation outline, Izar appears yellowish next to a 5th-magnitude 
secondary with a color contrast that seems green. 



44 Boo 

Described as a binary star with an interesting orbit, 44 Boo was discovered by Struve 
in 1832 and first resolved by William Herschel in 1871. We view its orbit only 6* 
from edge-on. Its yellowish stars are easily split with a 6-inch scope. 



Bootes Void 

Covering about 20* of sky, this sphere roughly 250  
million LY across  and  about 700 million LY distant is 
nearly devoid of galaxies. 





Mythology of Libra 

In ancient times, the stars of LIBRA, The Scales, 
were sometimes intermingled with those of 
SCORPIUS by the Greeks, but they have always been 
considered as a separate group by the Romans. This 
zodiacal constellation is associated with balance - 
balance of both Nature and of Justice. Some 3000 
years ago, the Sun entering LIBRA marked the 
beginning of Autumn, when days and nights were of 
equal length, i.e. balanced, and Roman astrologers 
considered that the constellation represented the 
scales held by Astraeia, goddess of Justice.  









NGC 5728 

Located 2.4* west-southwest of Zubenelgenubi, this barred spiral has an exceptionally 
bright nucleus that  classifies it as a Seyfert galaxy, a type of active galaxy that emits 
prodigious amounts of  visible and infrared energy. 



NGC 5792 

This barred spiral lies nearly edge-on and appears quite elongated in backyard scopes. 
While you will not see spiral structure, the spiral arms do produce mottling near the 
core that’s visible in larger scopes. 



NGC 5812 

This bright elliptical galaxy lies 1* due north of Delta Lib. Appearing 
perfectly round and spanning 1’, some observers liken its appearance to a 
planetary nebula. 



NGC 5878 

To view this spiral galaxy, look for a spindle about three times longer than it is 
wide located approximately halfway between Alpha and Gamma Lib. It 
possesses a bright core and  stellar-like nucleus. 



NGC 5897 

“An unusually loose-structured globular cluster with 
slight central condensation.” - Robert Burnham, Jr. 

“The showpiece of Libra.” – Celestial Portraits 



NGC 5885 

This barred spiral lies less than a degree southwest of Zubeneschemali and 
appears as a nearly uniform, faint haze. While spiral structure appears only on  
deep photographs, a 10th magnitude foreground star creates a distinctive look. 



Merrill 2-1 

This diminutive planetary nebula  3* south-southeast of NGC 5897 has a bright disk that 
snaps into view when observed with a nebula filter. An 11th- magnitude star nearby  
offers an easy way to judge the nebula’s  brightness. 



Struve 1962 

A small refractor will split this pretty pair of nearly identical stars separated by 12”. 
Each appears yellow-white and shines  around mag 6.5. With a combined 
magnitude of 5.8, they are naked-eye visible from a dark site. 








